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only considered on the thigh and the head. Indeed, skin harvesting is too much
difficult under the armpit and the sole for a scarce result to be worth robotizing. Paths
are described as follow: thighs where the path starts from the knee toward the hip or
conversely; the length of the sample may vary from few mm to 400 mm (which
corresponds to the whole length of a thigh); head, from the neck toward the forehead
or conversely, on both sides of the skull. Therefore, due to the thigh zones, it is
important to have symmetrical joint limits in order to not favor a thigh compared with
the other. Since the surgeon has to manipulate the robot during teaching phase, a good
accessibility to the dermatome handle is needed. Finally, note that it is mandatory to
keep the robot base fixed for all paths on a given thigh (to avoid time consuming re-
arrangement of the system). This motion analysis leads to robotic constraints
developed below.

The robot should be able to move along a path, without crossing a singularity
position, or without reaching its joints limits. Thus, the t-parcourability of the path
(i.e. its continuity) has to be verified prior to start the process. Moreover, during a
feasibility pre-study � achieved on pigs with a 7-dof Mitsubishi PA-10 robot, see [1] �
we measured that forces involved may reached 100 N, which means that the driving
motors should be quite bulky (especially on the wrist). Finally, for the sake of
accuracy and safety, a closed-form solution for the IGM is preferred to a numerical
algorithm, since its convergence depends on the initial conditions, leading to a non-
predictive behavior. That�s the reason why redundant robots or 6-dof robots whose
IGM has to be solved with polynomial or numerical methods are discarded.

3 Arm Architecture

Under the various constraints mentioned in the previous section, a suitable
architecture has been designed, selecting firstly the shoulder, and secondly a
convenient wrist. The complete analysis can be found in [2], as well as all the
geometric equations of the models.

Two types of shoulders have been considered: anthropomorphic and SCARA
(Selective Compliance Assembly Robot Arm), either moving on a track fixed to the
ceiling, or fixed to a support mounted on wheels and containing the controller (which
provides compactness and stability of the system). A surgery room is usually cluttered
with a series of medical equipment and many of them are hung on the ceiling;
consequently, the surgeons required that no device would be added on the ceiling:
that�s the reason why we have discarded hung up shoulders. Anthropomorphic
architectures present two main drawbacks for the application at hand: their workspace
is spherical while a cylindrical one would be less wasteful; under gravity effects, the
robot may collapse patient namely in case of power breakdown, which has to be
avoided for safety reasons. To go further, a CAD study shown that it was easier to
access all path points with a SCARA robot than with an anthropomorphic robot of
equivalent link lengths. For these reasons, a SCARA architecture has been chosen as
the shoulder of the robot.

Nevertheless, to avoid the classical singularity of spherical wrists when fully
extended, other wrist designs have been investigated. An in-depth study [2] showed
us that the non-spherical wrist presented on Fig. 2 fulfilled the four main constraints
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of three communication sets: control buttons to cancel or validate actions, decrement
or increment force applied on skin and to control the arm (respectively esc.,
enter, - and +, start, free and reconfig.) and lights (powered, active
and default). A LCD display indicates the current mode and the faults detected. A
Dead Man Switch (DMS) pedal authorizes arm motions in automatic or manual
modes (the modes where force control is required).

A detailed analysis of the robot working brought us to choose four functions
modes, described bellow: a teaching (or manual) and an automatic modes for
process constraints; a reconfiguration mode due to the arm architecture (i.e. its
geometric structure); and for safety requirements, a free mode. Teaching mode
allows physicians to teach the robot initial and final poses on skin. In this mode, the
arm is compliant (the desire force is set to 0 N): the surgeon moves it by holding the
dermatome handle and pushing on the DMS foot pedal. Each pose can be recorded or
deleted by pressing + or – buttons. When all the points are recorded, the teaching
sequence is confirmed or corrected by switching on the enter or esc. buttons.
Once the teaching sequence has been recorded, the system switches in the
automatic mode: the surgeon first selects a desired force for harvesting (from 0 to
100 N); then, as soon as he pushes on the DMS pedal, the robot begins the harvesting
motion. Free mode enables the surgeon to move robot without force control thanks
to the reversibility of the mechanism: any movement inside joint limits can be
performed since no axes are controlled. This mode, activated by the surgeon by
pressing the free button, can be used to place the arm in a �parking� position or to
release the arm from the patient. Finally, the reconfiguration mode is selected
to pass through arm singularity position: by pressing the reconfig. button, the
user can change the arm position from a �left-elbow� to �right-elbow� configuration
and conversely.

Since the application requires force control to move the arm in the teaching and
automatic modes, the wrist is equipped with a F/T sensor (a laser telemeter is
added to control the distance between the wrist and the skin to improve robot
behavior when harvesting on the head). Force control schemes have been widely
addressed in the past and state of art can be found for instance in [5]. An usual
classification consists of dividing force control into two families: passive compliance
and active compliance. The first one uses a deformable structure mounted at the arm
tip, without force measurement. The second one allows to adapt the robot behavior
according to the contact forces; there are three classes of active compliance control
laws: without force measurement; with force measurement and without (like explicit
force-feedback control); with force measurement and control (active stiffness [6],
hybrid [7] and external [8] controls). Due to the task constraints a force control with
force measurement is needed. So, we discarded all the controls without F/T sensor.
Among the remaining controls, active stiffness and hybrid control have been
discarded. Indeed, the first one uses the Jacobian matrix, which could induce
numerical problems, and is carried out in joint space whereas our application is a
Cartesian task. The second one enables either force control or position control along a
direction. The external control (called also nested or cascade structure) is the only
suitable force control for our application. Here again, different schemes can be
proposed depending on the space where the summation of force and position
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components is achieved (joint or Cartesian association) and on the position control
(joint control by IGM or Jacobian matrix, and Cartesian control). External control
with Cartesian summation between force and position components and joint control
by IGM have been chosen (Fig. 3). Moreover, the key advantages of external control
can be summarized as follow [8]: the joint position servo loop is always activated,
providing stability and avoiding switching between the position servo loop and the
force control; it works very well with very simple and reliable (thus safe) control laws
(like a PID at the joint level and a PI for the external force loop); it is easy to
implement on any kind of controller; unless an effort is applied on the dermatome
(below the force sensor), the robot will not move; at last, it allows designing the
control software in an incremental manner, facilitating the tuning of the parameters
and validation (internal joint control, external Cartesian space control with additional
force control loop).
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Fig. 3.  External force control scheme

5 Safety Issues

A central issue when designing medical robots is safety since the robots cooperate
with the surgeons and interact with patient. Consequently, introducing a robot in an
operating room must fulfil some elementary rules. Most of these rules have been
presented in [9] and [10]. We sum up here the most important ones: the robot should
never �run away�; force applied on the patient must be well controlled; the surgeon
must supervise the system at any time; the robot working area must be restricted; any
automatic motion has to be run under control of a DMS pedal; it mustn�t hurt patient,
medical staff or instruments; it must be quickly and easily removable from the
operating field. In order to satisfy these rules, special cares must be taken when
designing mechanical, electrical and software components of the robot.

Thanks to a counterweight on the first axis to compensate gravity, no specific
brakes are required. Moreover, the mobile support is counterbalanced to avoid any
risk of falling over due to the force exerted during the operation and a locking system
under the support prevents him to move once the robot has been placed. As far as
actuators are concerned, a stepper technology has been selected; indeed, with
conventional DC or AC motors, the rotation speed of the motor shaft depends on the
output level of the servo amplifier. If a fault occurs, the motor still continues to rotate:
the higher the output at the time of the failure, the faster the output shaft velocity. A
stepper motor needs pulses to rotate. If the output of a translator is stuck at a constant
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value, the motor shaft would receive a holding torque which prevents him rotating.
Basically, the output torque decreases as a function of the rotational velocity.
Moreover, when the number of pulses per second or the acceleration are too high with
respect to the motor type, the output torque is dropped down. Each motor has been
chosen to minimize the power transmitted at the joint level and thus increase the
safety of the robot. Joints 2 to 5 are equipped with two absolute resolvers, one
mounted on the motor output shaft for fine position sensing and the other one
mounted on the output reduction gear for coarse sensing of the joint location. While
improving robot safety, the combination of the two resolvers suppresses time
consuming and potentially hazardous initialisation procedures. The use of reduction
gears allows to reduce output axis speed; harmonic drives have been chosen for their
low backlash and flexibility and for their high efficiency.

The previous features make SCALPP arm an intrinsically safe mechanical device.
We have added several hardware securities, providing very good reliability and safety
to the whole system. A description of these securities is presented in the following.
On the robot base, an emergency button allows to switch off the arm power in
emergency case. The arm is powered on only when the software initialisation
procedure is carried out and the emergency button is switched off. A watch-dog board
has been developed in order to manage the security from a software point of view. If
anything goes wrong in the high level controller, the cyclic signal sent to the watch-
dog is stopped, inactivating it and switching off the power. Besides, in order to
improve security, two redundant circuits have been wired on the card. Each external
module � F/T sensor, laser telemeter and motors � is controlled by a specific board.
Each of these boards is separately initialized and can detect a fault on the module:
respectively disconnection, saturation, or incoherent data of the F/T sensor; laser
measure out of range; tracking error during the arm motion, excessive velocity on a
motor, translator or amplifier failure, arm close to the limit of workspace. Moreover,
several working LEDs are present on the console desk and on the arm itself and signal
to the user any working fault during the motion. Finally, an action on the DMS foot
pedal is necessary to authorize a motion of the robot in automatic or teaching
modes; besides, a new motion needs a new action on the pedal.

In addition to the mechanical and electrical securities, the high-level program has
been built thanks to a software analysis based on security. The different solutions
implemented are presented in this section. We chose the RTMOS QNX dedicated to
real-time running on PC. Five processes are running, one for each specific function:
security, function modes, force, communication and translators controls. They ran
according to a Round-Robin mode and communicate thanks to shared-memory
variables in data bases, each one can be read or written only by authorized processes.
Of course, all the safety variables are taken into account with higher priority than the
other ones. The sampling period of a process is tuned to 1 ms. As we have five
processes, if the execution time constraint is respected (i.e. if the five processes are
executed in 1 ms or less), the final sampling frequency correspond to 1 KHz.
Moreover, every time a fault occurs, all the software and the hardware systems are
initialized. Besides, in addition to the above mentioned hardware watch-dog, the
dedicated security process checks the activity of the others ones. If anyone of these
processes is locked, then the emergency procedure is switched on. In addition, in
order to detect jamming of the dermatome blade which can occur during the skin
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harvesting (due for example to a bad lubrication of the mechanism), an algorithm
based on a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) has been implemented. It relies on the
analysis of the dermatome noise, namely on the tracking of the resonance frequency
of the blade. Finally, in case of a fault or if the DMS pedal is switched off during the
automatic mode, different phases of clearing have been planed depending on
whether blade is in contact with the skin or not.

6 Conclusion and Perspectives

In this paper, we have described our methodology to design and develop a safe active
arm dedicated to skin harvesting. Taking into account several constraints, we
designed a SCARA robot with a non-spherical wrist. The robot is force controlled. It
is easy to operate thanks to a user-friendly interface. A particular care has been
devoted to security at mechanical, electrical and software levels. We are currently at
the experimental phase of the project: tests on silicon and on foam rubber (which
roughly simulate skin) will be carried out, as well as validation on animals, cadavers
before later in vivo graft harvesting.
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